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In this note G is an abelian group and m is generically an invariant

mean in G, as defined, for example, in [4]. Probabilistic arguments

[Baire's theorem] are applied to the measure [topological] space 2°

to obtain information about the means m. One result, which appears

to be new, is an answer to a problem set by R. G. Douglas [2]:

If 2G is infinite, not every invariant mean m is inversion invariant.

The space 2°. The family {S} of subsets of G may be identified

in the familiar way with the set of all functions on G to {0, 1} and

provided with the product topology; 2° is metrizable if G is countable.

Since {0, l} is a probability space (the details may safely be sup-

pressed), 2° may be provided with the product measure p., even if G

is uncountable; it is sufficient in the present case to regard this mea-

sure fiasa Baire measure in 2°. For details of the construction see

[3, §38]. As to the way this measure is actually used here, we observe

that if F is a subset of G containing exactly n elements, pt\S: F^S}

= 2-».

Lemma 1. Let f be a bounded real function on G such that for every

finite set F= [ai, ■ • • ,an} in G (n may depend on F), sup ^,1f(x+ai)

2:«. Then for some invariant mean m, m(f)^l.

Proof. Let B(G) be the Banach space of real bounded functions

on G and B0(G) the subspace generated by functions ha — h; by

definition h„(x) =h(x+a). Let A7 be the set of nonpositive functions

in B(G), and for each g in B(G) define w(g) to be the norm-distance

of g from the convex set B0(G)+N. Then w is subadditive and

positive-homogeneous, while the argument in [4, §17.5] shows that

w(f) ^ 1. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is a linear functional X

on B(G) for which coS^X and w(f) 3^1. Then X is positive, translation

invariant and has norm at most 1 as required.

Corollary. If S and T are subsets of G, in order that there exist an

invariant mean m such that m(S) = l, m(T)=0, it is necessary and

sufficient that to each finite set PCG there exist x such that x+FQS,

(x+F)C\T = 0. (Here m(S) =m(£a) for SQG.)

Proof. For the necessity, let P= {ai, • ■ • , a„} and observe that
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the set n?_i (5—a,)-~U?_i (£ — a,-) has m measure 1 and is thus non-

empty. For the sufficiency, apply the previous lemma to the function

f = S-s — %T, observing that w(5), w(£)£[0, l].

Lemma 2a. Let F be a finite subset of G and U={iS, £) £2° X2°:

for some x, x + FQS, (x-\-F)f~\T= 0\. Then U is an open set; if G

is infinite, U is dense and contains an open Baire set of pXp measure 1.

Proof. Since £ is finite, U is presented as the union of open sets

and is thus open. We now assume G is infinite and choose a sequence

{xiiigil} in G such that x,—Xy££— £ if i^j. The complement of

U belongs to the closed Baire set

oo

fl {iS, T)E2°X 2°: Xi + F C£ 5    or    (*, + £) Hi T * 0}.
•=i

For each element x of G let FI(5, T) be the x-coordinate of S and

Zj(5, T) the x-coordinate of T. The random variables Yx, Zx, x£c7,

are jointly independent [3, §45] for the measure pXp, and conse-

quently the sets enclosed in braces are jointly independent for dis-

tinct indices i. Since each of these sets has the same measure <1,

the intersection has measure 0. (If F has r elements, the measure of

each set in braces is exactly 1 — 2_2r.) Moreover U is dense, since any

open subset in 2eX2G contains an open Baire set of positive measure.

Corollary. If G is countably infinite, then for almost all pairs (5, T)

there is an invariant mean m such that miS) = 1, »ra(£) =0, and an in-

variant mean m' such that m'(£) = l, m'(5)=0. The pairs with this

property are a dense Gi.

Proof. Observe that the finite subsets of G may be enumerated

and apply Lemma 2a and the Corollary to Lemma 1.

Lemma 2b. If F is a finite subset of G then V= {S£2°: x + FQS,
(x+F)r\ — S= 0 for some x in G\ is open. If2G is infinite, Vis dense

and contains an open Baire set of p measure 1.

Proof. That V is open is clear. If 2G is infinite there is a sequence

{x,-: i^ 1} in G such that x,-|-xy££—£ for all i, j^ 1 and x, — x,-££

— £ for i>j^l. The complement of V is contained in the closed

Baire set

00

(]{Se2°:x, + FS:S   or    -(*,• + F)f\S 9* 0\.

The proof now follows that of Lemma 2a.
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Corollary. If G is countably infinite and 2G is infinite, the sets

SE2a for which m(S) = 1, m( — S) =0 for some invariant mean m form

a dense G8 of measure 1.

Theorem 3. If G is infinite, there is more than one invariant mean for

G. If 2G is infinite, G has invariant means which are not inversion in-

variant.

Proof. If G is infinite, let <p be a homomorphism of G onto a count-

ably infinite group. An invariant mean on <p(G) may be construed

as an invariant mean on the field of subsets of G generated by cosets

of the kernel of <p. According to [4, §17.14] any such set function ad-

mits an extension to an invariant mean. Since <p(G) has many in-

variant means, so also does G. The existence of many invariant means

was first proved by Day [l].

If 2G is infinite, let ^bea homomorphism of 2G onto a countable

infinite group, 77 a countable divisible group containing \f/(2G) and

<j>, an extension of ^, which maps G into 77. Then <p(G) is countable,

2(f>(G) =<p(2G) is infinite. Because <p(G) has invariant means which

are not inversion invariant, so also does G, by the argument just

stated.

To obtain the converse to the second statement of the theorem,

set f~(x)=f(—x) and 2G={ai, ■ ■ ■ , an}, n<°o. For a bounded

function / and invariant mean m

•CW-«(7±*>

-£/;;(*) = -£/(- *-*<).
n <=i     ' n ,_i

The identity — x — 2G=x + 2G shows that

In 1       n

n i„i n i=i

and so m(f~) =m(f).
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